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Aug 23, 2019 High Excellent Edge detection, compensation and enhancement. Requires ms PowerPoint but is fairly straightforward to use, and has some excellent features. Adobe Premiere Elements 2018 and Photoshop Elements 2018 are still non-subscription. It's still one of the best video editing software, so I went right through their site to buy Tmpgenc Video Mastering Works 6 for BD
authoring. Aug 26, 2019 I chose the Standard Version, however from the Amazon feedback, the Deluxe Version was more highly appreciated. This was a perfectly easy software to get started with, although I did have some issues getting the original description in the software to show up. Additional tools useful for Blu-ray authoring include editing effects (normal, blur, Brighten, Darken, and Reduce
Noise) and style (Grayscale, Lab, Vivid, Black and White, grayscale-blue, and so on). Suitable for video editing, hyperlink, and still image creation. The image and video processing are intended to help professionals create Blu-ray, DVD, or AVCHD files. Features: - supports AVCHD - supports a broad spectrum of codecs - drag-and-drop interface - frame-by-frame image enhancement - customizable
templates - customizable video settings - effects (including blur, brighten, darken, sharp, and reduce noise) - effects (including halftone and color control) - compatibility with different display types (SVGA, XGA, SXGA, WXGA, and ULTRA HDTV) - menus and menus can be used as hyperlinks, and can be dragged from the sequence to the application preferences and settings - supports progress
bar - supports 3D Blu-ray and DVD - supports creating BD-Live and BD-Java applications - allows editing with the conventional or template modes - effects and presets can be saved as user presets - the user interface supports simultaneous use of multiple computers and display types, and uses a common set of windows for editing, previewing, and parameters settings - supports common video formats
(AVCHD, MP4, MPEG-4, AVI, MPEG, WMV, and VOB) and image formats (JPEG, PNG, GIF, BMP, and TIFF) - supports audio formats (AVI, MPEG, MP3, WAV, and AC3) - supports playing
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